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This explained he negative Jewish references that turned me off when I read my first book by Orwell a couple
of years back: Down and Out in Paris and London. Rudyard Kipling 4 stars - I really liked it! Enthralling
essay one could go on quoting for quite some time. In the aforementioned series, Penguin also published the
short collections Books v. Good prose is like a windowpane. He was a Cockney, and London is the centre of
the earth in rather the same sense that the belly is the centre of the body. Now I know better. Hence, the
situation was similar to a man drinking because he feels himself to be a failure and he becomes a complete
failure because he drinks. And looking back through my work, I see that it is invariably where I lacked a
political purpose that I wrote lifeless books and was betrayed into purple passages, sentences without
meaning, decorative adjectives and humbug generally. The one part that I found so sad was that the little
George did not have a cake year after year during his stay at that school because his parents could not afford it
and this was just one of the ways for a poor but bright pupil could be discriminated. Riding Down from
Bangor [22 Nov , Tribune]  The question is, What is there to steal? And yet it is also true that one can write
nothing readable unless one constantly struggles to efface one's own personality. For all one knows that
demon is simply the same instinct that makes a baby squall for attention. What theâ€¦?! Even when Joyce, for
instance, spends a decade or so in patient efforts to make contact with the 'common man', his 'common man'
finally turns out to be a Jew, and a bit of a highbrow at that. It is probably the central secret of his popularity.
He attacks the law, parliamentary government, the educational system and so forth, without ever clearly
suggesting what he would put in their places. The only difference is that these are non-fiction. No one, at any
rate no English writer, has written better about childhood than Dickens. They rise out of the earth, they sweat
and starve for a few years, and then they sink back into the nameless mounds of the graveyard and nobody
notices that they are gone. With most of the others, the way they earn their living is very much in the
background. Why do I care about Dickens? Clennam has been in some unspecified business in China, and
later goes into another barely specified business with Doyce; Martin Chuzzlewit is an architect, but does not
seem to get much time for practising. Any writer who is not utterly lifeless moves upon a kind of parabola,
and the downward curve is implied in the upper one. When he did shoot the elephant, numerous times with
two different rifles and still the animal took a long time to die, Orwell did it for the simple reason that he was
afraid he would look like a coward in the eyes of the crowd that had gathered around him.


